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Traditionally, Lectio Divina is a method of  praying the Scriptures, the Word of  God. 
Though “lectio” means “to read,” the practice of  Lectio Divina (Lectio for short) is 
much more than reading. The Church has been praying the Scriptures in this form 
from the beginning before literacy was widespread.  

Lectio is about active listening which engenders both our response and hopefully, a   
lasting peace. Let’s break that down into the 4 phases or movements of  Lectio Divina: 

 

à Lectio—Reading 

à This is where we first encounter our Scripture verse or passage. We are       
encouraged to read the passage aloud more than once, engaging our senses 
of  sight, speech and hearing. 

à Meditatio—Meditation 

à After spending time with our Scripture, we choose a word or short phrase 
that is standing out to us. Perhaps it triggered a memory, a worry, or a joy. 
Maybe it caused us to consider the passage in a new light or highlights       
behaviors we need to improve upon.  

à Oratio—Prayer 

à How is this word or phrase speaking to us? What is God calling us to do 
with the newfound knowledge or awareness. 

à Contemplatio—Contemplation 

à Here we rest in God. We silence ourselves and sit in stillness as we adore our 
Creator, the Author of  Life. 

Though Lectio means “to read” the 
practice of  Lectio Divina is much more 
than reading.  
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Lectio on your own 

��������¤�� 

This is a guide for praying Lectio Divina on your own. The times are approximated for reference 
however each person is going to spend more or less time in each phase as moved by the Spirit. 
The Scripture references used in this journal are from The New American Bible, revised edition found 
at usccb.org/bible.  

à Quiet yourself. Find a place that is peaceful and comfortable. 

à Lectio: Read your chosen passage or verse aloud. Read clearly, with intention and without 
rushing. Try not to think about placing special emphasis on any one word or phrase (as you 
would if  reading to a group). Rather, let the words flow and feel their movement resonate 
around you. (approx. 5-10 minutes) 

à Ideally, read your passage or verse aloud 2-3 times.  

à Meditatio: What word or phrase stood out to you after the first read through? What about 
in the subsequent readings? Was the same word illuminated or was your attention drawn else-
where? (approx. 5 minutes) 

à Write your word or phrase down in your journal. 

à Oratio: Using the space provided in your journal, pray and reflect on what your revealed 
word or phrase means to you. What is God trying to say to you, show you, teach you, in this 
word. If  you wish, you may compose a prayer which you may write in your journal. (10 
minutes). 

à Contemplatio: Sit in stillness and peace, resting in the presence of  our loving God. Here is 
where we silence our own words and reactions to the text. We allow silence to fill our mind 
and soul so that we might better hear the whisperings of  God in our spirit. Be gentle with 
yourself. If  you find your mind wanders, acknowledge the distraction and try to let it pass 
away while you turn your attention back to your contemplation. (at least 5 minutes). 
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Path begins in lower left 
corner.  

Sundays are highlighted 
brown. 

The Triddum is        
highlighted orange 

���¤��������¤���¤ှ£ဿ 

Consider this akin to a habit tracker. 
Take a few moments at the close of  
each day to reflect on how well you 
lived out your Lenten commitments 
and sacrifices. Fill in the feet along 
your journey to Easter 
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Lent is a favourable season for opening the 
doors to all those in need and recognizing 
in them the face of  Christ."-- Pope Francis  
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Space to journal about 
your Lenten journey, 
commitments & sacri-
fices 

Scripture prayerfully 
chosen from the 

readings of  the day 

Your chosen 
word or 
phrase 

Your response to the 
Scripture experience. 
Share your reflections, 
reactions, petitions, 
praises, etc. 

How can you carry your Word forward? 
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Scripture Focus: 

 

Intentions, offerings and accountability 
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 ڒᅦᄇᄈܙ
���¡�£¤�	�¤��¡ထ� 
 

 

 

 

 

Bringing the Word to life 



�ϭϬ 

 

Scripture Focus: 

Even now, says the LORD, return to me with your 
whole heart, with fasting, and weeping, and  

mourning; Rend your hearts, not your garments, 
and return to the Lord, your God. ~ Joel 2:12-13a 

Intentions, offerings and accountability 
 

 

����������¤�� 
Ash Wednesday 

February 14, 2018 

 ڒᅦᄇᄈܙ
���¡�£¤�	�¤��¡ထ� 
 

 

 

 

 

Bringing the Word to life 
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Scripture Focus: 

If  anyone wishes to come after me, he must deny 
himself  and take up his cross daily and follow me. 

~ Luke 9:23 

Intentions, offerings and accountability 

 

 

����������¤�� 
Thursday 

February 15, 2018 

 ڒᅦᄇᄈܙ
���¡�£¤�	�¤��¡ထ� 
 

 

 

 

 

Bringing the Word to life 



�ϭϮ 

 

Intentions, offerings and accountability 
 

 

����������¤�� 
Friday 

February 16, 2018 

 ڒᅦᄇᄈܙ
���¡�£¤�	�¤��¡ထ� 
 

 

 

 

 

Scripture Focus: 

This, rather, is the fasting that I wish...sharing your 
bread with the hungry, sheltering the oppressed 

and the homeless; Clothing the naked when you see 
them, and not turning your back on your own.     

~Isaiah 58:6a; 7 

Bringing the Word to life 



�ϭϯ 

 

Scripture Focus: 

Jesus said to him, “Follow me.” And leaving      
everything behind, he got up and followed him. 

~ Luke 5:27b-28 

Intentions, offerings and accountability 

 

 

����������¤�� 
Saturday 

February 17, 2018 

 ڒᅦᄇᄈܙ
���¡�£¤�	�¤��¡ထ� 
 

 

 

 

 

Bringing the Word to life 
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Scripture Focus: 

Jesus came to Galilee proclaiming the gospel of  
God: “This is the time of  fulfillment. The kingdom 

of  God is at hand. Repent, and believe in the    
gospel.” ~ Mark 1:14b-15 

Intentions, offerings and accountability 
 

 

����������¤�� 
First Sunday of  Lent 

February 18, 2018 

 ڒᅦᄇᄈܙ
���¡�£¤�	�¤��¡ထ� 
 

 

 

 

 

Bringing the Word to life 



�ϭϱ 

 

Scripture Focus: 

Amen, I say to you, whatever you did for these 
least brothers of  mine, you did for me. 

~ Matthew 25:40 

Intentions, offerings and accountability 

 

 

����������¤�� 
Monday 

February 19, 2018 

 ڒᅦᄇᄈܙ
���¡�£¤�	�¤��¡ထ� 
 

 

 

 

 

Bringing the Word to life 
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Scripture Focus: 

Our Father who art in heaven, hallowed by thy 
name, thy Kingdom come, thy will be done, on 

earth as it is in heaven.                                           
~ Matthew 6:9-10 

Intentions, offerings and accountability 

 

 

����������¤�� 
Tuesday 

February 20, 2018 

 ڒᅦᄇᄈܙ
���¡�£¤�	�¤��¡ထ� 
 

 

 

 

 

Bringing the Word to life 



�ϭϳ 

 

Scripture Focus: 

Have mercy on me, O God, in your goodness; in 
the greatness of  your compassion wipe out my    

offense. Thoroughly wash me from my guilt and of  
my sin cleanse me. ~ Psalms 51:3-4 

Intentions, offerings and accountability 

 

 

����������¤�� 
Wednesday 

February 21, 2018 

 ڒᅦᄇᄈܙ
���¡�£¤�	�¤��¡ထ� 
 

 

 

 

 

Bringing the Word to life 



�ϭϴ 

 

Scripture Focus: 

You are the Christ, the Son of  the living God. 

~ Matthew 16:16 

Intentions, offerings and accountability 

 

 

����������¤�� 
Feast of  the Chair of  St. Peter 

February 22, 2018 

 ڒᅦᄇᄈܙ
���¡�£¤�	�¤��¡ထ� 
 

 

 

 

 

Bringing the Word to life 



�ϭϵ 

 

Scripture Focus: 

Love your enemies, and pray for those who       
persecute you, that you may be children of  your 

heavenly father.                                                      
~ Matthew 5:44-45a 

Intentions, offerings and accountability 

 

 

����������¤�� 
Saturday 

February 24, 2018 

 ڒᅦᄇᄈܙ
���¡�£¤�	�¤��¡ထ� 
 

 

 

 

 

Bringing the Word to life 



�ϮϬ 

 

Scripture Focus: 

If  God is for us, who can be against us? He who 
did not spare his own Son but handed him over for 
us all, how will he not also give us everything else 

along with him? ~ Romans 8:31-32 

Intentions, offerings and accountability 

 

 

����������¤�� 
Second Sunday of  Lent 

February 25, 2018 

 ڒᅦᄇᄈܙ
���¡�£¤�	�¤��¡ထ� 
 

 

 

 

 

Bringing the Word to life 



�Ϯϭ 

 

Scripture Focus: 

Be merciful, just as your Father is merciful. Stop 
judging and you will not be judged...For the    

measure with which you measure will in return be 
measured out to you. ~ Luke 6:36-37a; 38b 

Intentions, offerings and accountability 

 

 

����������¤�� 
Monday 

February 26, 2018 

 ڒᅦᄇᄈܙ
���¡�£¤�	�¤��¡ထ� 
 

 

 

 

 

Bringing the Word to life 



�ϮϮ 

 

Scripture Focus: 

The greatest among you must be your servant. 
Whoever exalts himself  will be humbled; but   

whoever humbles himself  will be exalted.                     
~ Matthew 23:11-12 

Intentions, offerings and accountability 

 

 

����������¤�� 
Tuesday 

February 27, 2018 

 ڒᅦᄇᄈܙ
���¡�£¤�	�¤��¡ထ� 
 

 

 

 

 

Bringing the Word to life 



�Ϯϯ 

 

Scripture Focus: 

The Son of  Man did not come to be served but to 
serve and to give his life as a ransom for many. 

~ Matthew 20:28 

Intentions, offerings and accountability 

 

 

����������¤�� 
Wednesday 

February 28 2018 

 ڒᅦᄇᄈܙ
���¡�£¤�	�¤��¡ထ� 
 

 

 

 

 

Bringing the Word to life 



�Ϯϰ 

 

Scripture Focus: 

Blessed the man who follows not the counsel of  
the wicked nor walks in the way of  sinners...but  

delights in the law of  the LORD and meditates on 
his law day and night. ~ Psalms 1:1a; 2 

Intentions, offerings and accountability 

 

 

����������¤�� 
Thursday 

March 1, 2018 

 ڒᅦᄇᄈܙ
���¡�£¤�	�¤��¡ထ� 
 

 

 

 

 

Bringing the Word to life 



�Ϯϱ 

 

Scripture Focus: 

The stone that the builders rejected has become the 
cornerstone; by the Lord has this been done, and it 

is wonderful in our eyes.                                        
~ Matthew 21:42 

Intentions, offerings and accountability 

 

 

����������¤�� 
Friday 

March 2, 2018 

 ڒᅦᄇᄈܙ
���¡�£¤�	�¤��¡ထ� 
 

 

 

 

 

Bringing the Word to life 



�Ϯϲ 

 

Scripture Focus: 

Father, I have sinned against heaven and against 
you. I no longer deserve to be called your son; treat 
me as you would treat one of  your hired workers.  

~ Luke 15:18b-19 

Intentions, offerings and accountability 

 

 

����������¤�� 
Saturday 

March 3, 2018 

 ڒᅦᄇᄈܙ
���¡�£¤�	�¤��¡ထ� 
 

 

 

 

 

Bringing the Word to life 



�Ϯϳ 

 

Scripture Focus: 

But God proves his love for us in that while we 
were still sinners Christ died for us. 

~ Roman 5: 8 

Intentions, offerings and accountability 

 

 

����������¤�� 
Third Sunday of  Lent 

March 4, 2018 

 ڒᅦᄇᄈܙ
���¡�£¤�	�¤��¡ထ� 
 

 

 

 

 

Bringing the Word to life 



�Ϯϴ 

 

Scripture Focus: 

As the deer longs for streams of  water, so my soul 
longs for you, O God. My soul thirsts for God, the 
living God. When can I enter and see the face of  

God? ~ Psalms 42:2-3 

Intentions, offerings and accountability 

 

 

����������¤�� 
Monday 

March 5, 2018 

 ڒᅦᄇᄈܙ
���¡�£¤�	�¤��¡ထ� 
 

 

 

 

 

Bringing the Word to life 



�Ϯϵ 

 

Scripture Focus: 

And now we follow you with our whole heart, we 
fear you and we pray to you. Do not let us be put 
to shame, but deal with us in your kindness and 

great mercy. ~ Daniel 3:41-42  

Intentions, offerings and accountability 

 

 

����������¤�� 
Tuesday 

March 6, 2018 

 ڒᅦᄇᄈܙ
���¡�£¤�	�¤��¡ထ� 
 

 

 

 

 

Bringing the Word to life 



�ϯϬ 

 

Scripture Focus: 

Whoever obeys and teaches these commandments 
will be called greatest in the Kingdom of  heaven. 

~ Matthew 5:19 

Intentions, offerings and accountability 

 

 

����������¤�� 
Wednesday 

March 7, 2018 

 ڒᅦᄇᄈܙ
���¡�£¤�	�¤��¡ထ� 
 

 

 

 

 

Bringing the Word to life 



�ϯϭ 

 

Scripture Focus: 

If  today you hear his voice, harden not your hearts. 

~ Psalms 95:8 

Intentions, offerings and accountability 

 

 

����������¤�� 
Thursday 

March 8, 2018 

 ڒᅦᄇᄈܙ
���¡�£¤�	�¤��¡ထ� 
 

 

 

 

 

Bringing the Word to life 



�ϯϮ 

 

Scripture Focus: 

Hear, O Israel! The Lord our God is Lord alone! 
You shall love the Lord your God with all your 
heart, with all your soul, with all your mind, and 

with all your strength. ~ Mark 12:29-30 

Intentions, offerings and accountability 

 

 

����������¤�� 
Friday 

March 9, 2018 

 ڒᅦᄇᄈܙ
���¡�£¤�	�¤��¡ထ� 
 

 

 

 

 

Bringing the Word to life 



�ϯϯ 

 

Scripture Focus: 

Come, let us return to the LORD, it is he who has 
torn, but he will heal us; he has struck down but he 
will bind our wounds...Let us know, let us strive to 

know the LORD ~ Hosea 6:1; 3a 

Intentions, offerings and accountability 

 

 

����������¤�� 
Saturday 

March 10, 2018 

 ڒᅦᄇᄈܙ
���¡�£¤�	�¤��¡ထ� 
 

 

 

 

 

Bringing the Word to life 



�ϯϰ 

 

Scripture Focus: 

Awake, O sleeper, and arise from the dead, and 
Christ will give you light. 

~ Ephesians 5:14 

Intentions, offerings and accountability 

 

 

����������¤�� 
Fourth Sunday of  Lent 

March 11, 2018 

 ڒᅦᄇᄈܙ
���¡�£¤�	�¤��¡ထ� 
 

 

 

 

 

Bringing the Word to life 



�ϯϱ 

 

Scripture Focus: 

I am about to create new heavens and a new earth; 
the things of  the past shall not be remembered or 

come to mind.                                                       
~ Isaiah 65:17 

Intentions, offerings and accountability 

 

 

����������¤�� 
Monday 

March 12, 2018 

 ڒᅦᄇᄈܙ
���¡�£¤�	�¤��¡ထ� 
 

 

 

 

 

Bringing the Word to life 



�ϯϲ 

 

Scripture Focus: 

Rise, take up your mat, and walk. 

~ John 5:8 

Intentions, offerings and accountability 

 

 

����������¤�� 
Tuesday 

March 13, 2018 

 ڒᅦᄇᄈܙ
���¡�£¤�	�¤��¡ထ� 
 

 

 

 

 

Bringing the Word to life 



�ϯϳ 

 

Scripture Focus: 

Amen, Amen, I say to you, whoever hears my word 
and believes in the one who sent me has eternal life 
and will not come to condemnation but has passed 

from death to life. ~ John 5:24 

Intentions, offerings and accountability 

 

 

����������¤�� 
Wednesday 

March 14, 2018 

 ڒᅦᄇᄈܙ
���¡�£¤�	�¤��¡ထ� 
 

 

 

 

 

Bringing the Word to life 



�ϯϴ 

 

Scripture Focus: 

They forgot the God who had saved them, who 
had done great deeds in Egypt. 

~ Psalms 106:21 

Intentions, offerings and accountability 

 

 

����������¤�� 
Thursday 

March 15, 2018 

 ڒᅦᄇᄈܙ
���¡�£¤�	�¤��¡ထ� 
 

 

 

 

 

Bringing the Word to life 



�ϯϵ 

 

Scripture Focus: 

The LORD is close to the brokenhearted, and 
those who are crushed in spirit he saves. 

~ Psalms 34:19 

Intentions, offerings and accountability 

 

 

����������¤�� 
Friday 

March 16, 2018 

 ڒᅦᄇᄈܙ
���¡�£¤�	�¤��¡ထ� 
 

 

 

 

 

Bringing the Word to life 



�ϰϬ 

 

Scripture Focus: 

O LORD, my God, in you I take refuge; save me 
from all my pursuers and rescue me.  

~ Psalms 7:2 

Intentions, offerings and accountability 

 

 

����������¤�� 
Saturday 

March 17, 2018 

 ڒᅦᄇᄈܙ
���¡�£¤�	�¤��¡ထ� 
 

 

 

 

 

Bringing the Word to life 



�ϰϭ 

 

Scripture Focus: 

Yes, Lord. I have come to believe that you are the 
Messiah, the Son of  God, the one who is coming 

into the world.                                                       
~ John 11:27 

Intentions, offerings and accountability 

 

 

����������¤�� 
Fifth Sunday of  Lent 

March 18, 2018 

 ڒᅦᄇᄈܙ
���¡�£¤�	�¤��¡ထ� 
 

 

 

 

 

Bringing the Word to life 



�ϰϮ 

 

Scripture Focus: 

He [Abraham] believed, hoping against hope, that 
he would become the father of  many nations,     
according to what was said, Thus shall your        

descendants be.  ~ Romans 4:18 

Intentions, offerings and accountability 

 

 

����������¤�� 
Solemnity of  St. Joseph 

March 19, 2018 

 ڒᅦᄇᄈܙ
���¡�£¤�	�¤��¡ထ� 
 

 

 

 

 

Bringing the Word to life 



�ϰϯ 

 

Scripture Focus: 

When you lift up the Son of  Man, then you will   
realize that I AM, and that I do nothing on my 
own, but I say only what the Father taught me.              

~ John 8:28 

Intentions, offerings and accountability 

 

 

����������¤�� 
Tuesday 

March 20, 2018 

 ڒᅦᄇᄈܙ
���¡�£¤�	�¤��¡ထ� 
 

 

 

 

 

Bringing the Word to life 



�ϰϰ 

 

Scripture Focus: 

If  you remain in my word, you will truly be my  
disciples, and you will know the truth, and the truth 

will set you free.                                                     
~ John 8:31b-32 

Intentions, offerings and accountability 

 

 

����������¤�� 
Wednesday 

March 21, 2018 

 ڒᅦᄇᄈܙ
���¡�£¤�	�¤��¡ထ� 
 

 

 

 

 

Bringing the Word to life 



�ϰϱ 

 

Scripture Focus: 

God also said to Abraham: “On your part, you and 
your descendants after you must keep my covenant 

throughout the ages.”                                             
~ Genesis 17:9 

Intentions, offerings and accountability 

 

 

����������¤�� 
Thursday 

March 22, 2018 

 ڒᅦᄇᄈܙ
���¡�£¤�	�¤��¡ထ� 
 

 

 

 

 

Bringing the Word to life 



�ϰϲ 

 

Scripture Focus: 

Sing to the LORD, praise the LORD, for he has 
rescued the life of  the poor from the power of  the 

wicked!                                                                  
~ Jeremiah 20:13 

Intentions, offerings and accountability 

 

 

����������¤�� 
Friday 

March 23, 2018 

 ڒᅦᄇᄈܙ
���¡�£¤�	�¤��¡ထ� 
 

 

 

 

 

Bringing the Word to life 



�ϰϳ 

 

Scripture Focus: 

My dwelling shall be among them; I will be their 
God and they shall be my people.  

~ Ezekiel 37:27 

Intentions, offerings and accountability 

 

 

����������¤�� 
Saturday 

March 24, 2018 

 ڒᅦᄇᄈܙ
���¡�£¤�	�¤��¡ထ� 
 

 

 

 

 

Bringing the Word to life 



�ϰϴ 

 

Scripture Focus: 

While they were eating, he took bread, said the 
blessing, broke it, and gave it to them, and said, 

“Take it; this is my body.”                                      
~ Mark 14:22 

Intentions, offerings and accountability 

 

 

����������¤�� 
Palm Sunday 

March 25, 2018 

 ڒᅦᄇᄈܙ
���¡�£¤�	�¤��¡ထ� 
 

 

 

 

 

Bringing the Word to life 



�ϰϵ 

 

Scripture Focus: 

You always have the poor with you, but you do not 
always have me. 

~ John 12:8 

Intentions, offerings and accountability 

 

 

����������¤�� 
Monday of  Holy Week 

March 26, 2018 

 ڒᅦᄇᄈܙ
���¡�£¤�	�¤��¡ထ� 
 

 

 

 

 

Bringing the Word to life 



�ϱϬ 

 

Scripture Focus: 

You are my hope, Lord; my trust, God, from my 
youth. On you I have depended since birth; from 
my mother’s womb you are my strength; my hope 

in you never wavers. ~ Psalms 71:5-6 

Intentions, offerings and accountability 

 

 

����������¤�� 
Tuesday of  Holy Week 

March 27, 2018 

 ڒᅦᄇᄈܙ
���¡�£¤�	�¤��¡ထ� 
 

 

 

 

 

Bringing the Word to life 



�ϱϭ 

 

Scripture Focus: 

Morning after morning he opens my ear that I may 
hear; and I have not rebelled, have not turned back. 

~ Isaiah 50:4b-5 

Intentions, offerings and accountability 

 

 

����������¤�� 
Wednesday of  Holy Week 

March 28, 2018 

 ڒᅦᄇᄈܙ
���¡�£¤�	�¤��¡ထ� 
 

 

 

 

 

Bringing the Word to life 



�ϱϮ 

 

Scripture Focus: 

Do you realize what I have done for you? You call 
me ‘teacher’ and ‘master,’...If  I, therefore, a master 
and teacher, have washed your feet, you ought to 

wash one another’s feet. ~ John 13:12b-14 

Intentions, offerings and accountability 

 

 

����������¤�� 
Holy Thursday 

March 29, 2018 

 ڒᅦᄇᄈܙ
���¡�£¤�	�¤��¡ထ� 
 

 

 

 

 

Bringing the Word to life 



�ϱϯ 

 

Scripture Focus: 

But he was pierced for our offenses, crushed for 
our sins, upon him was the chastisement that 

makes us whole, by his stripes we were healed.      
~ Isaiah 53:5  

Intentions, offerings and accountability 

 

 

����������¤�� 
Good Friday 

March 30, 2018 

 ڒᅦᄇᄈܙ
���¡�£¤�	�¤��¡ထ� 
 

 

 

 

 

Bringing the Word to life 



�ϱϰ 

 

Scripture Focus: 

If, then, we have died with Christ, we believe that 
we shall also live with him. We know that Christ, 

raised from the dead, dies no more; death no   
longer has power over him. ~ Romans 6:8-9 

Intentions, offerings and accountability 

 

 

����������¤�� 
Easter Vigil 

March 30, 2018 

 ڒᅦᄇᄈܙ
���¡�£¤�	�¤��¡ထ� 
 

 

 

 

 

Bringing the Word to life 



�ϱϱ 

 

Scripture Focus: 

Death and life have contended in that combat    
stupendous: The Prince of  life, who died, reigns 

immortal.                                                                   
~ Easter Sequence 

Intentions, offerings and accountability 

 

 

����������¤�� 
Easter Sunday 

April 1, 2018 

 ڒᅦᄇᄈܙ
���¡�£¤�	�¤��¡ထ� 
 

 

 

 

 

Bringing the Word to life 



�ϱϲ 

 

��¤�£���¡�����¡���� 

à The Scriptures chosen for each day are taken from the daily liturgical    
readings. 

à All Scripture references can be found at http://usccb.org/bible. Used with 
permission per: http://usccb.org/bible/permissions/index.cfm. 

 

à This is a free resources to help Catholic Christians grow in their faith and 
devotion during the 2018 Lent Season and as a means for conscious, active 
preparation for the Passion, Death and Resurrection of  Jesus Christ. You 
are free to print this resource for your own use and for the use of  others. 
However, you may not sell this resource in either its digital or printed form.  


